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MPW – Steward’s having a fire, sale  
Steward has sold operational assets purchased from IASIS at a cost effectively entirely borne 

by MPW. New tenant receives discounted rent.  

PLEASE READ IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER – PAGE 5 

February 16, 2023 – On February 15, 2023, Steward Health Care Systems (“SHCS”) announced that it had entered 

into an agreement to sell its Utah operations to Commonspirit1. This is an objectively bad deal for MPW, who 

have taken a 20% haircut on their Utah rent. 

The sale by Steward is equally nonsensical. Steward and MPW management have consistently told select 

investors and analysts in the course of the preceding weeks that SHCS had its best EBITDA year and was FCF 

positive. Why has it sold its best asset at fire sale prices? 

The real kick in the teeth is for MPW investors, who effectively paid for SHCS’s Utah assets and will see no money 

from its sale. 

The Announcement & Rent Haircut 

Light on details as usual: MPW’s statement announcing its new tenant of Utah properties failed to explicitly 

disclose a rent haircut of $17m, which can be derived from the reported new lease base, gross asset value, and 

Steward’s master lease agreement. 

Viceroy estimate MPW are now generating ~94m rental income from this property, substantially less than its 

current ~$110m. 

Cash lease base appears to have been cut to 7.8% from ~9%. 

 
Figure 1 – MPW Press Release – February 15, 2023 

MPW’s master lease agreement with Steward can be accessed here: 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1287865/000119312517065943/d295656dex1033.htm 

Commonspirit will pay substantially less rent on its Utah hospital tenancy than its 

predecessor, Steward. 

  

 
1 https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/hcas-purchase-5-utah-hospitals-put-on-pause-after-judges-order/625111/  

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1287865/000119312517065943/d295656dex1033.htm
https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/hcas-purchase-5-utah-hospitals-put-on-pause-after-judges-order/625111/
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Steward Exposure & Fire Sale 

It’s reported that MPW have told analysts that Steward’s sale of Utah assets was commensurate with its prior 

deal with HCA, which fell through after the FTC challenged the transaction2. This was slated at $800-$850m. 

We thank HedgeEye for publishing Commonspirit’s unaudited quarterly financials showing a purchase price of 

$685m3, which is in fire sale territory at 15% - 20% discount to SHCS’s failed HCA deal. 

 
Figure 2 – CommonSpirit unaudited quarterly financials 

This is even more bizarre as Steward and MPW have similarly advised analysts that it was FCF positive, and vastly 

beat earnings expectations. 

 

 
Figures 3 & 4 – MPT August 2022 Investor Update and Q3 2022 earnings call 

Obviously, MPW provide none of Steward’s financial statements to validate these Blue-Sky statements, however 

it is perplexing that Steward would sell its best assets for fire sale prices if it didn’t have to. 

Further, we note that the sale decreases MPW’s tenant exposure to SHCS. We anticipate this will justify MPW’s 

withholding of Steward’s financial data once more. 

 

  

 
2 https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-transactions-and-valuation/hca-steward-make-for-2nd-called-off-hospital-deal-within-
days-of-ftc-challenge.html  
3 https://app.hedgeye.com/mu/12-31-2022-unaudited-quarterly-report-final-
secured?encoded_data=fqBZ!bpqJxAnjZji+CUtj6FY08FaMIEk=,  

https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-transactions-and-valuation/hca-steward-make-for-2nd-called-off-hospital-deal-within-days-of-ftc-challenge.html
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-transactions-and-valuation/hca-steward-make-for-2nd-called-off-hospital-deal-within-days-of-ftc-challenge.html
https://app.hedgeye.com/mu/12-31-2022-unaudited-quarterly-report-final-secured?encoded_data=fqBZ!bpqJxAnjZji+CUtj6FY08FaMIEk=
https://app.hedgeye.com/mu/12-31-2022-unaudited-quarterly-report-final-secured?encoded_data=fqBZ!bpqJxAnjZji+CUtj6FY08FaMIEk=
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The Utah Background 

In 2017, MPW loaned Steward $1.4b to purchase a Salt Lake City Hospital operator IASIS and their portfolio of 

19 hospitals. It also made a further $100m minority interest equity contribution in the transaction. IASIS owned 

and operated 17 hospitals. 

 
Figure 5 – MPW 2017 Annual Report  

A $700m portion of this loan was immediately extinguished in exchange for 9 properties.  

The remaining $700m was a mortgage loan against 2 unnamed properties: Jordan Valley Medical Center and 

Davis Hospital & Medical Center.  

 
Figures 6 & 7 – MPW 2020 Annual Report and Steward Health Care 2019 Annual Report 

On July 8, 2020, MPW acquired the Jordan Valley Medical Center and Davis Hospital & Medical Center in 

exchange for a total extinguishment of the loan and an additional $200m cash payment it labelled a fair value 

increase. 

Jordan Valley Medical Centre and Davis Hospital & Medical Centre were certainly not the largest hospitals in this 

portfolio. Their combined appraised value is $111m in 2017 

 
Figure 8 – Steward Health Care Annual Report 2018 
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Figure 9 – Davis and Jordan Valley 2017 Value – Viceroy Research 

The first $700m loan was exchanged for 9 properties, and the second $700m loan was secured against a further 

2, but Iasis owned and operated 18 facilities in total at the time of acqusition. Steward basically received 7 of 

them for free. 

 

 
Figures 10 & 11 – MPW Annual Report 2017 & Steward Annual Report 2017 

On a back-envelope, per-beds basis, we estimate that the purchase price of Jordan Valley Medical Centre and 

Davis Hospital & Medical Centre was ~$196m4. Given Steward is running its hospitals business to the ground, 

we do not believe any fair value adjustment is warranted. We believe MPW must take a $700m write off on this 

transaction alone representing the $950 mortgage and payment less a conservative $250m for the value of 

Jordan Valley and Davis. 

The pattern in the Masschusetts portfolio of increasing loans continued with the Salt Lake City portfolio with 

Steward adding a further $27m in Q4 2018. 

 
Figure 12 – Steward 2018 Annual Report  

The FTC has blocked Steward’s sale of operations in Utah to HCA Healthcare on the grounds of maintaining 

competition in the area5. 

Steward has sold assets purchased from IASIS at a cost effectively entirely bourne by MPW.  

It has now sold those assets. Investors have a right to be pissed off.  

 
4 Iasis PPE balance of $1.79b, portfolio beds of 3,581 
5 https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2022/06/ftc-sues-block-merger-between-utah-healthcare-rivals-hca-healthcare-
steward-health-care-system  

Davis and Jordan Valley 2017 Value - Viceroy Research

Hospital Owner Parcel ID Address 2017 Appraised value

90230086 34,979,886$               

90230013 365,900$                     

90230012 8,895,000$                 

27-05-251-024-2000 3580 W 9000 S 10,744,200$               

27-05-251-024-2001 3580 W 9000 S 40,491,400$               

27-05-251-024-2002 3580 W 9000 S 6,049,700$                 

27-05-251-026-0000 3590 W 9000 S 2,965,000$                 

27-05-251-025-0000 3592 W 9000 S 5,681,600$                 

27-05-251-006-0000 3434 W 9000 S 616,900$                     

 27-05-251-005-0000 3434 W 9000 S 1,113,700$                 

Total 111,903,286$             

MPT of West Jordan-Steward Property 

LLC

1600 W Antelope Dr, Layton, 

UT 84041

MPT of Layton-Steward Property LLC
Davis Hospital and 

Medical Center

Jordan Valley Medical 

Center

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2022/06/ftc-sues-block-merger-between-utah-healthcare-rivals-hca-healthcare-steward-health-care-system
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2022/06/ftc-sues-block-merger-between-utah-healthcare-rivals-hca-healthcare-steward-health-care-system
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Attention: Whistleblowers 

Viceroy encourage any parties with information pertaining to misconduct within Medical Properties Trust, its affiliates, or 

any other entity to file a report with the appropriate regulatory body.  

We also understand first-hand the retaliation whistleblowers sometimes face for championing these issues. Where possible, 

Viceroy is happy act as intermediaries in providing information to regulators and reporting information in the public interest 

in order to protect the identities of whistleblowers. 

You can contact the Viceroy team via email on viceroy@viceroyresearch.com.  

About Viceroy 

Viceroy Research are an investigative financial research group. As global markets become increasingly opaque and complex 

– and traditional gatekeepers and safeguards often compromised – investors and shareholders are at greater risk than ever 

of being misled or uninformed by public companies and their promoters and sponsors. Our mission is to sift fact from fiction 

and encourage greater management accountability through transparency in reporting and disclosure by public companies 

and overall improve the quality of global capital markets. 

Important Disclaimer – Please read before continuing 

This report has been prepared for educational purposes only and expresses our opinions. This report and any statements 

made in connection with it are the authors’ opinions, which have been based upon publicly available facts, field research, 

information, and analysis through our due diligence process, and are not statements of fact. All expressions of opinion are 

subject to change without notice, and we do not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, 

analysis and opinion contained in them. We believe that the publication of our opinions about public companies that we 

research is in the public interest. We are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. 

You can access any information or evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report from information in 

the public domain.  

To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from 

public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered 

herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. We have a good-faith belief in 

everything we write; however, all such information is presented "as is," without warranty of any kind – whether express or 

implied.  

In no event will we be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any information available on this report. Think 

critically about our opinions and do your own research and analysis before making any investment decisions. We are not 

registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. By downloading, reading or otherwise using this report, you agree to 

do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities discussed herein, 

and by doing so, you represent to us that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, 

analysis and opinions in this report. You should seek the advice of a security professional regarding your stock transactions.  

This document or any information herein should not be interpreted as an offer, a solicitation of an offer, invitation, marketing 

of services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, nor as investment advice or a 

recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to make any type of investment, or as an opinion on the merits 

or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy. 

Any examples or interpretations of investments and investment strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and 

educational purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future performance or the chances of success of any 

particular investment and/or strategy. As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a 

direct or indirect interest/position in all stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock) 

and bonds covered herein, and therefore stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.  

The authors may continue transacting directly and/or indirectly in the securities of issuers covered on this report for an 

indefinite period and may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial recommendation. 
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